Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer Metastasis in Nasal Fossa: A Case Report and Literature Review
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Abstract

Introduction: Metastases from below the clavicles, to the head and neck region, are relatively uncommon. Tumors in nasal cavity and para nasal sinuses are rare and metastases in this location are far less common. Non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) has been well known to metastasize to various unusual sites in the body and the bizarre behavior of NSCLC metastatic disease is documented. We report a case of NSCLC metastasis in nasal fossa. Case report: a 54-year old, previously healthy man, heavy smoker, presented with cough and poor general condition. Chest CT scan showed an heterogeneous and calcified right pulmonary tumor with multiple enlarged hilar and mediastinal lymph nodes, and contralateral pulmonary nodules (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Contrast enhanced CT scan of the chest showing the lung tumor after chemotherapy: (A) sagittal view, (B) coronal view and (C) axial view.

Histopathological findings: Revealed lung cancer non-small cells. Systemic metastatic work-up showed no more lesions and the patient underwent two regimen of palliative chemotherapy in the form of Gemzar and Cisplatin for 4 cycles followed by 4 cycles of Taxol Carboplatin with no radiological response, there were a mild increase of the size of the tumor. The patient tolerated well chemotherapy and another regimen of Navelbine was administered until he presented recurrent nose bleed and gradually increasing fungating nasal mass. Head and neck CT scan showed an ovoid heterogeneous well-limited tumor, originating from anterior nasal septum wall (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Contrast enhanced CT of the head and neck before radiotherapy showing the nasal tumor invading the nasal fossa and involving oral cavity: (A) axial view and (B) sagittal view.

Histopathological examination of the resected tumor specimen revealed NSCLC metastasis in nasal fossa. Multidisciplinary discussion indicated palliative hemostatic radiotherapy on the metastasis. The patient was irradiated at the dose of 30 Gy in 10 fractions. Two weeks later assessment showed mild decrease in tumor size and nasal bleeding. Conclusion: The prevalence of nasal fossa metastasis could be underestimated because of their resemblance to benign lesions and their late occurrence. The presenting symptoms for such tumors are similar to those who present with primary nasal fossa tumor, which makes diagnosis quite difficult, especially when they occur as an initial presentation of the tumor. Prognosis is miserable and it is usually resistant to both chemotherapy and radiotherapy.
Introduction

Metastases from below the clavicles, to the head and neck region, are relatively uncommon [1]. Tumors in nasal cavity and para nasal sinuses are rare and metastases in this location are far less common [2]. Non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) has been well known to metastasize to various unusual sites in the body and the bizarre behavior of NSCLC metastatic disease is documented [3,4]. We report a case of NSCLC metastasis in nasal fossa.

Methods

Case report

A 54-year-old, previously healthy man, heavy smoker, presented with cough and poor general condition. Chest CT scan showed a heterogeneous and calcified right pulmonary tumor localized in the posterior segment of the right superior lobe involving the homo-lateral pulmonary helium measuring 10 cm. It showed also multiple enlarged hilar and mediastinal lymph nodes, and contralateral pulmonary nodules. Bronchial endoscopy was normal and cytology findings revealed lung cancer non-small cells. Systemic metastatic work-up showed no more lesions and the patient underwent two regimen of palliative chemotherapy in the form of Gemzar and Cisplatin for 4 cycles followed by 4 cycles of Taxol Carboplatin with no radiological response, there were a mild increase of the size of the tumor.

The patient tolerated well chemotherapy and another regimen of Navelbine was administered until he presented recurrent nose bleed and gradually increasing fungating nasal mass. Head and neck CT scan showed an ovoid heterogeneous well-limited tumor, originating from anterior nasal septum wall, measuring 35 mm, with no invasion of adjacent dermic fat.

The tumor fulfills entirely the left nasal fossa and puches on maxillary bone. Histopathological examination of the resected tumor specimen revealed malignant tumoral infiltration composed of atypical epithelial cells with irregular hyperchromatic nuclei and non visible nucleoli, abundant cytoplasm and no dyskeratinisation or cell to cell adhesion functional complex. This was reported as a NSCLC metastasis in nasal fossa. Multidisciplinary discussion indicated palliative hemostatic radiotherapy on the metastasis. The patient was irradiated at the dose of 30 Gy in 10 fractions. Two weeks later assessment showed mild decrease in tumor size and nasal bleeding.

Discussion

The majority of distant metastases to the head and neck region are localized within the lymph nodes [1]. Nasal cavity metastasis are unfrequent and occurs principally in adults in the forth to sixth decade [2]. They are renowned for a wide range of morphological and clinical presentations depending on its extension and it could be slow-growing and painless which may delay diagnosis [2]. Common symptoms include recurrent epistaxis, nasal obstruction and facial pain [5,6]. Malignity must be suspected if any of the following signs are present a fast evolution, a hemorrhagic tendency, mechanical disorders caused by the development of the tumor and an ulcerated and/or necrotic aspect [7].

Patients with such symptoms should be carefully examined, especially if they have previously been treated because of a malignant disease. CT scan may provide some views about the malignant nature of the lesion, such as bone erosion and remodeling, hypervascularity or expansion of the sphenopalatine foramen. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) shows the true extent of the lesion and provides more information such as infiltration of the skull base and leptomeningeal metastases. Combined positron emission tomography/computed tomography (PET/CT) is useful for the detection of primary tumors, if not diagnosed, or other metastasis [7-9].

The diagnosis is usually suspected clinically and after radiological investigations and it is confirmed histopathologically after biopsy by comparing histological and immunohistochemial findings to those of the primary tumor. The pathogenesis of these metastases is poorly elucidated. Metastases are a complicated processes in which the tumor cells have to detach from the primary tumor, and then spread in the circulation, and settle down at the metastatic site.

The vertebral venous plexus has been postulated as a possible route for the hematogenous dissemination of cancer cells to the head and neck. This low-pressure plexus communicates with the pelvic veins, intercostals veins, vena cavae and the azygos system. The malignant cells travel upwards to the pterygoid plexus, cavernous sinus and finally the nasal and para nasal sinuses [10,11]. Another pathogenic mechanism of cervicofacial metastases would be, in the case of metastases of lung cancers, the direct bronchotracheal way [12-15].

Figure 3: Patient pictures: (A) and (B) before radiotherapy of nasal metastasis, (C) after radiotherapy.

Nasal fossa metastasis is usually a late occurrence and is most often associated with metastatic deposits in other organs.
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Prognosis is poor, it usually responds poorly to treatment and there are few available data demonstrating efficacy of palliative chemotherapy and radiotherapy in controlling these tumors [1,7]. Our case is interesting in view of the rare incidence of tumors in this location and even rarer metastasis from below clavicles. This report highlights the importance of suspecting metastases in this location especially in patients with a previous history of malignancy (Figure 3).

Conclusion

The prevalence of nasal fossa metastasis could be underestimated because of their resemblance to benign lesions and their late occurrence. The presenting symptoms for such tumors are similar to those who present with primary nasal fossa tumor, which makes diagnosis quite difficult, especially when they occur as an initial presentation of the tumor. Thus, biopsy is essential for establishment of the diagnosis. A complete survey of other organs is also important in determining the treatment. Prognosis is miserable and it is usually resistant to both chemotherapy and radiotherapy.
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